Assignment 4:
My Digital Portfolio
For this assignment, you will make a digital portfolio to represent the achievements you are most proud of this year. The
purpose is to showcase your growth since your start at PMSS. We want you to show us your accomplishments this year, and
what you are looking forward to next year.
Instructions:
1. Select an assignment, project, test, or activity that you are most proud of from any TWO classes and ONE recent
extracurricular activity.
a. Ex: My slam poem (English), my business plan (Marketing), and my soccer final match
2. Reflection - Respond to the following questions for each of your 3 achievements
(Use 4-5 sentences to answer each question):
a. Why did I select this achievement?
b. How does it represent my growth throughout the year?
c. What were some challenges I faced during this achievement and how did I overcome them?
d. What are your goals in this class/activity/subject for the future? How might you use what you have learned
in the future?
3. Presentation- Create a voice over presentation (Must use your own voice) 5 minute maximum!
a. Show evidence!
e.g final project, pictures, video, or some other visual evidence of participation of each of the 3 achievements
b. Use a digital medium that allows for voiceover. If you don’t have access to audio recording devices on your
computer, please talk to your teacher. School laptops will have access to this technology. You may use Sway,
a video uploaded to Stream, Google slides, infographic, PowerPoint or any other digital medium.
c. Your presentation must be embedded on a NEW POST entitled My Digital Portfolio.
d. Please tag your post with #assignment4
4. Peer Review
a. Provide constructive feedback to 1 peer on their Digital Portfolio using the 2 stars and 1 wish format
(ex: *I liked your use of graphics and visuals *I liked your reflection *I wish you used an easier to read font)
5. Posting Self-Assessment & URL on Teams
a. Submit your self-assessment on Teams by clicking the attached boxes of criteria you have successfully
completed.
Incomplete = ☐
Complete = ☒
b. Add the URL for your blog and the blog you provided feedback for by uploading 2 links to the assignment.
Please refer to the RUBRIC for more details on how this assignment will be assessed.

RUBRIC - Self and Teacher Assessment
You must complete all the criteria from “Getting there,” “You did it” and “Wow” to achieve a 3/3.
Criteria

Creation (Create and
express ideas through
digital content)

“Getting there...”
Criteria for 1/3
☐ I have
uploaded my
assignment to my
Edublog as a post
entitled My Digital
Portfolio and I have
tagged it
#assignment4.

“You did it!”
Meeting Expectations
Criteria for 2/3
☐ I have used an
appropriate digital medium
to present my
achievements.

“Wow!!!”
Exceeding Expectations
Criteria for 3/3
☐ I have correctly cited
all sources and images
used with zbib.org/I cited
myself if I am the
originator of the content.
☐ I have included images ☐
I independently
and graphics.
embedded my media on
my Edublog.

Curate a digital
portfolio and express
personal views and
perspectives of yourself
as author and
contributor

☐ I have selected
3 achievements: 2
from school subjects
and 1 extracurricular
activity.

☐ I have responded to
the reflection questions for
each of the 3 achievements
(4-5 sentences per
question).

☐ I have outlined my
future goals for these 3
subject areas/activities.

Communicate
(appropriate expression
and exchange of
information,
experiences and ideas
through various digital
tools) & engage with
mentors and peers

☐ I answered the
questions to the best
of my ability. Some
narration included.

☐ I narrated with
confidence and clarity.

☐ I have provided
constructive feedback in a
‘two stars and a wish
format’ for one of my
peer’s Digital Portfolio.

☐ I have uploaded 2
links: one for my blog and
one for my peer review.

Total
What do you want your teacher to notice about your assignment?

/9

